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But that is exactly what came to pass, with the months from May
onwards seeing a rapid return to the big screen by key audience
groups such as young adults, parents and families, albeit with a
more hesitant response from older cinema-goers.

2021 WAS ANOTHER TUMULTUOUS
YEAR FOR THE UK CINEMA SECTOR,
BUT ONE WHICH UNDENIABLY ENDED
IN A MOOD OF OVERWHELMING
OPTIMISM.

The focus of the UK Cinema Association during the entire
year was to support its members through what remained
unprecedented challenges, many of which did not of course
suddenly disappear once cinemas were allowed to re-open.
Helping operators to navigate the complex, ever-changing and
sometimes frustrating range of safeguards required of them
by the four UK governments once they had re-opened was in
some respects a full-time role in itself and something only made
possible with the active and welcome support of government
officials in each nation.
The positive response of audiences to their return to the big
screen, and the high levels of enjoyment and confidence which
became a regular feature from that time onwards, was reward
for a huge amount of work by cinema operators of all sizes in
making their venues as welcoming and safe as possible.

INTRODUCTION

The year began with venues once again closed across the UK
as a result of COVID-19. But armed with the experience of the
first lockdown in 2020 and the subsequent re-opening in the
late Summer of that year, there was every confidence amongst
cinema operators that when the ‘unlock’ did come – and
provided there was a strong enough slate of films to encourage
audiences to return – the sector would recover strongly from
the extraordinary challenges of the previous year and more.

That period until the end of 2021 will be remembered above all
for two films – the James Bond film No Time to Die, released
in September, and Spider-Man: No Way Home, released in
December – both of which went on to make almost £100 million,
incredibly moving into the top four biggest films ever at the UK
box office, and cementing their position as the cornerstones of
an extraordinary recovery.
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But it was also thanks to the confidence that many film
distributors showed in the returning theatrical model. Those
who released major titles into cinemas during a time when
there was still some uncertainty in the market should in
particular be recognised.
While normality was still perhaps some way away, as the year
closed the Association was once again able to find the bandwidth
to return to some workstreams which had necessarily had
to be paused as a result of COVID-19. These included our
important work on further improving accessibility, efforts to
support members in making their operations and activities
more environmentally sustainable and – with sad inevitability –
the ongoing fight with film theft.

INTRODUCTION

These last two years more than any others, the Association
has been hugely grateful for the support of its Executive
Board members, who found time while coping with the huge
challenges to their own companies and venues to help the wider
sector. And huge thanks to our many members and partners
across the industry as we endeavoured to provide what support
we could during what remained largely unpredictable times.
The Association looks forward to working with all of those
friends and colleagues in 2022 and beyond as we further secure
our recovery.

UK CINEMA PERFORMANCE – AN OVERVIEW
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THE UK YEAR IN REVIEW
1.1 For a year which began with venues closed across the UK,
it is hard to overstate the strength of the recovery seen by UK
cinemas over the closing months of 2021, a period which saw the
release of two films which ultimately went on – incredibly – to
become the third and fourth biggest ever films at the UK box office.
The contribution of these and other titles saw total admissions by
year-end of just over 74 million and box office of £557 million, an
increase of 70 and 88 per cent respectively on those figures for 2020.

1.3 Although still substantially down on the numbers for 2019
(the last full non-COVID-19 year), when the period of 19 weeks
when cinemas were closed at the beginning of the year are taken
into account, and given the lengthy additional period when sites
were required to operate under capacity limits, the admissions
number represents a creditable reduction of ‘only’ around 30 per
cent on those very strong 2019 numbers.
1.4 The top ten films for the year were as follows:

1.2 The monthly figures for UK admissions in 2021, alongside
those for 2020, are set out below.
		
Cinema
Cinema
		
admissions
admissions
Month		
2021
2020

				
				
Title
Distributor

January

—

16,505,362

1

No Time to Die

February

—

14,544,878

2

Spider-Man: No Way Home

March

—

4,807,037

3

Dune

April

—

—

4

May		

3,518,510

—

Shang-Chi and the Legend
of the Ten Rings

June		

6,969,321

—

5

Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway

July		

7,756,877

393,596

6

Black Widow

August		

10,440,874

2,456,578

7

Venom: Let There Be Carnage

September		

6,529,961

2,647,903

8

Free Guy

October		

16,442,875

2,195,610

9

Fast & Furious 9

November		

8,842,091

303,211

December		

13,543,471

127,530

Total		

74,043,980

43,981,705

Source: Cinema Advertising Association

10 Eternals
Source: ComScore

Revenue
£m

Universal

91.4

Sony

70.4

Warner Bros.

20.4

Walt Disney

19.9

Sony

18.9

Walt Disney

17.6

Sony

16.8

Walt Disney

15.6

Universal

15.1

Walt Disney

13.8
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1.6 Momentum was maintained over the remaining Summer
months with the release of The Suicide Squad and Space Jam:
A New Legacy as well as Black Widow and Jungle Cruise,
albeit that the latter two titles were released to all intents and
purposes simultaneously with home entertainment. By contrast,
Free Guy and Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings
enjoying full cinema releases and thus generated much more
positive box office returns.

1.7 Whatever positivity there was around the recovery of UK
cinemas up until this point was however boosted beyond all
expectations by the arrival in October of the much-anticipated
James Bond film No Time to Die. Its release having been
unavoidably delayed on several occasions due to COVID-19,
whatever levels of anticipation those changes had prompted
were more than demonstrated by the incredible response of
cinema-goers, driving its box office in the first month of its
release alone to almost £90 million, the final figure reaching
over £96 million and placing the film third in the all-time top five
at the UK box office.
1.8 Supported by strong performances from Dune, Venom: Let
There Be Carnage and Eternals, admissions during the Autumn
months approached and in some cases exceeded those seen
pre-pandemic.
1.9 The final instalment of the recovery towards the end of
2021 was if anything even more remarkable. While there
was expected to be significant audience interest in the next
instalment of the series, Spider-Man: No Way Home landed with
the public in a way few anticipated, hitting over £70 million by the
end the year and going on in the early weeks of 2022 to reach
an incredible £96 million, placing it fourth in the all-time UK box
office top ten.

UK CINEMA PERFORMANCE – AN OVERVIEW

1.5 As excitement grew at the prospect of cinemas re-opening
from mid-May onwards, so eyes turned to the likely slate at that
point, and which films might be the first to bring audiences back
to the big screen. Undoubtedly leading the pack in that regard
was Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway, released soon after cinemas
re-opened and key in generating excitement amongst family
audiences. That title was quickly followed by a diverse range
of others, including: The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It; A
Quiet Place Part II; Fast & Furious 9; and Cruella, the latter one
of a number of films released during this period ‘day and date’
with the in-home sector or on a very short release window,
undeniably reducing their box office revenues.

UK CINEMA PERFORMANCE – AN OVERVIEW
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EUROPEAN CINEMA SECTOR
1.10 As might be expected, other European film territories
experienced many of the same challenges of cinema closures
and/or restrictions due to COVID-19 as did the UK across 2021.
While some had been better-placed to counter a lack of US
studio content by relying on a strong domestic slate in 2020 and
so their recovery in 2021 was less marked, it is nevertheless
true that the UK experienced the strongest recovery of any
comparable European territory.

Country

GLOBAL CINEMA SECTOR
1.11 COVID-19 continued to have an impact on all major global
film territories during 2021, though some – such as Japan –
remained able to keep cinemas open for longer and so saw less
disruption. China’s emergence from lockdown before others
also saw it power ahead, consolidating its position as the preeminent territory, some way ahead of the US in second place.
Changes elsewhere saw the UK move ahead of France (on box
office) and Russia move ahead of South Korea for the first time.

Cinema box office
2021
million

Cinema box office
2020
million

Change
%

		
		
Country

52.7

34.6

+52

1 China

7,332.8

Austria (EUR)

Cinema box office
2021*
$ million

Cinema box office
2020
$ million

Change
%

3,100.00

136.5
112.5

n/a

46.9

n/a

2 USA

4,272.0

2,010.00

654.6

627.2

+4.4

3 Japan

1,474.5

1,244.40

18.4

Finland (EUR)

43.5

43.6

-0.3

4 UK

765.8

414.1

84.9

France (EUR)

636.5

432.6

+47.1

5 France

756.6

484.1

56.2

Germany (EUR)*

362.0

287.7

+25.8

6 Russia

552.6

378.2

46.1

47.2

39.9

+57.6

7 South Korea

510.4

433

17.9

Italy (EUR)

169.4

182.5

-7.2

8 India

500.7

327.5

52.9

Netherlands (EUR)

143.4

151.6

-5.5

9 Australia

454.6

280

62.4

Norway (NOK)

678.4

557.7

+21.6

10 Germany

441.4

320.3

37.8

Portugal (EUR)

30.6

20.6

+48.7

11 Mexico

369.6

190.8

93.7

Russia (RUB)

40,700

22,900

+77.7

Spain (EUR)

252.3

172.3

+46.4

Source: OMDIA – variances with figures above due to currency differences
*Provisional figures

Sweden (SEK)

802.5

676.3

+18.7

87.0

69.3

+25.6

Turkey (TRY)

285.3

302.6

-5.7

United Kingdom (GBP)

557.0

296.8

+87.7

Source: UNIC				

*Provisional figures

Belgium (EUR)
Denmark (DKK)

Ireland (EUR)

Switzerland (CHF)
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2.1 As noted elsewhere, the impacts of COVID-19 were felt by the
UK sector throughout 2021, none so much as in the early months
of the year when all cinemas were required to remain closed as
part of the lockdown that had been announced towards the end of
2020. In seeking clarity on when this situation might change – and
the restrictions that might be in place when it did – the Association
liaised with government and public agencies on a nation-by-nation
basis in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. These
and related activities are set out in the summary of COVID-related
activity by the Association during 2021 below.

COVID-19

LOCKDOWNS

governments to identify the safeguards that might be in place
once cinemas were re-opened. Here more than anywhere the
different viewpoints of each were laid bare, with differing and
changing requirements around social distancing, limits on
group sizes, face coverings, the service of food and drink and the
provision of contact details often leading to confusion amongst
customers and challenges in implementation.
2.5 As it had done throughout the period of the pandemic in
2020, the Association worked closely with officials in each
administration to maintain up-to-date guidance for all cinemas
on these measures, a document which remained ‘live’ on the
Association website as well as being circulated to members
following each major amendment. Given the absence of
any other relevant representative body, a similar exercise
was undertaken for drive-in and other open air cinemas,
these though being a very small element of the Association’s
membership.

2.2 During the period when cinemas were closed, and
governments in each of the four UK nations considered the timing
and nature of any re-opening, the Association worked to present
as much evidence as it could muster as to the safety (in both
relative and absolute terms) of the cinema environment, drawing
on both UK and international sources as well as the observation
that not a single outbreak of COVID has been traced back to a
cinema anywhere in Europe (a fact which remains true to this day). 2.6 On face coverings, the Association was able to gain a
concession that these could be removed to consume food and
drink, but it is probably true that this requirement (though
2.3 While in general each of the four nations moved at a slightly
understood) deterred as many customers from visiting the
different pace during the pandemic – reflecting as much as
cinema as it reassured others.
anything different attitudes towards the risk presented by
COVID-19 – it was nevertheless welcome when the governments
2.7 Following the re-opening of cinemas in May, the Association
in England, Scotland and Wales all alighted on 17 May for the
re-opening of cinemas, the Northern Ireland Executive delaying was increasingly able to call on evidence that cinemas were seen
by returning audiences as an exceptionally safe environment.
that action for just one further week.
Indeed, in successive waves of the ongoing Metrixlab survey,
cinema-goers reported extraordinarily high levels of satisfaction
SAFEGUARDING MEASURES
2.4 Recognising the difficulties many faced in striking a balance with regard to their sense of safety during their visit – scores
being never less than 95 per cent ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ and
between re-starting the economy and safeguarding the
often higher.
public, the Association worked with each of the four national
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2.8 While governments were in large part responsive to
dialogue, it has to be noted that decisions by the Welsh
Government in response to the Omicron variant at the end
of the year, including the collection of contact details from
all customers, limits on the service of food and drink and the
introduction of COVID passports (see below), caused members
operating there particular difficulties, and consequently had
the most impact both on cinema-goers and cinema staff in
attempting to enforce regulations which were as onerous
as they were unevidenced.

COVID PASSPORTS

2.9 The Association was in general accepting of the need for
many of the safeguards introduced to counter the threat of
COVID-19, although sometimes undeniably frustrated by the
inconsistencies from nation to nation and relative to other
sectors where levels of risk from COVID-19 were demonstrably
higher.
2.10 One issue on which it was clear in its opposition however
was that of ‘COVID Passports’, where a customer might be
required to provide evidence of their COVID-19 status – whether
vaccinated or having returned a recent negative test – before
being admitted into a cinema.

2.13 While these measures were ultimately not introduced in
England, and seemed in time to move off of the agenda, the
Scottish Government did publicly consider a similar measure
in December, although ultimately decided not to proceed.
2.14 That was not the position taken by the Welsh Government,
which introduced COVID Passports for cinemas and a limited
range of other cultural venues in response to the Omicron
variant in November. At the time there were strong indications
that this was the first step of a gradual roll-out to other publicfacing sectors, and so the resulting ‘uneven playing field’ with
other out of home leisure and hospitality sectors would be a
short-lived one.
2.15 As the Association had feared, the impact of this measure
was immediate and calamitous, with all venues seeing a massive
reduction in admissions – sometimes of as much as 70 per cent –
as even those cinema-goers who were aware of the requirement
(which was many fewer than expected given the almost nonexistent communications from the Welsh Government) struggled
to navigate the procedure and venues were required to roster many
more staff to ensure its enforcement. The fact that the scheme was
not – as had been suggested – then rolled out to other sectors only
exacerbated these issues.

COVID-19

2.11 The Association saw these measures as inappropriate
and unnecessary given the strong track record of safety
demonstrated by the sector, and as a further impediment to
encouraging audiences to return, not least given the large
proportion of spontaneous cinema visits. There was also seen to
be a significant social inclusion aspect here, with most systems
requiring ownership of a smartphone or similar.

2.12 The possible introduction of these measures had been
mooted by the media in the weeks leading up to the May ‘unlock’,
leading senior executives at the three largest UK cinema
operators – Cineworld, ODEON and Vue – to write directly to the
Prime Minister voicing their opposition, something reiterated
by the Association during an online meeting with Cabinet Office
Minister Michael Gove a few weeks later.
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2.16 The negative impacts above were particularly felt by older,
disabled and other socially-disadvantaged groups, often without
access to a smartphone or the Internet and so unable to manage
these requirements in a straightforward way. Many venues
reported having to turn away long-standing customers on the
basis of their not having the required documentation, often only
to see them then visit a nearby restaurant or pub where such
restrictions were illogically not in place.

COVID VACCINATION

2.17 While the roll-out of the COVID vaccination programme
across the early months of 2021 and beyond was of course a
hugely welcome development, it did nevertheless give rise to
some challenges for cinema operators when it came to their
staff, where many were perhaps understandably unsure of the
circumstances in which they might ask employees about their
vaccination status, or how they might address instances where
staff were unwilling (rather than unable) to be vaccinated.
2.18 Working with legal advisors, in February the Association
shared with members a set of straightforward guidelines
providing advice on what they could and could not do in this
regard.

COVID-19

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR UK CINEMAS

2.19 While the Association continued over several months to present
evidence of the negative impacts of these measures – and sought
without success from Ministers and officials any proof of their impact
in reducing outbreaks of COVID-19 – it was not until early 2022 that
this unwelcome and unnecessary measure was finally removed.
2.20 Entering 2021, and with the lockdown still underway, the
continuation of those measures was as important as ever, and

something on which the Association continued to engage with
governments across the UK. The specifics of the support in
place, and the efforts made by the Association in this regard,
are set out in more detail below.
CORONAVIRUS JOB RETENTION SCHEME
2.21 The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (‘furlough’), announced
by the Chancellor at the very outset of the pandemic in March 2020
remained an essential lifeline for many Association members,
allowing them to keep their colleagues and team members on payroll
at a time when income to support salaries had ceased entirely – as
was the case during lockdown – or was restricted, as when cinemas
were operating under COVID-19 safeguards.
2.22 While the end of the scheme had been forecast
for early 2021, such were the challenges being faced by
cinemas and other sectors at that time that the Chancellor
announced in his Budget Statement an extension of the
scheme until September 2021, albeit with a gradual
ramping up of the support required from employers from
July onwards, something seen by all as a welcome further
support mechanism as the cinema sector got back onto its
feet in the early months following the May unlock.
BUSINESS RATES HOLIDAY
2.23 In the early months of 2021, cinemas and others in the
hospitality and leisure industries continued to enjoy the benefit
of a 12 month ‘holiday’ from business rates announced in March
of the previous year, During this time, the Association – as did
others – lobbied for this to be extended until at least the end of
2021, a call responded to in England by a decision to extend that
holiday for a further three months and then to continue with a
two-thirds discount until the end of the year.
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2.24 In Scotland and Wales, the response was even more
positive, with a further year’s holiday until the end of the
financial year, the latter Government announced a further
year’s extension for 2022/23 towards the end of the year.

the basis of the business rates system. However, where there
were issues – in particular where a local authority challenged
the eligibility of individual members for such support – the
Association was happy to step in to help resolve matters.

VAT DISCOUNT
2.25 The reduction on the level of VAT applicable on tickets and
certain categories of food and drink across the tourism and
hospitality sector, announced in July 2020, had in truth been of only
limited value to the sector during that year, with many cinemas
operating under significant restrictions before again having to close.
It was therefore welcome when the Chancellor announced in his
Budget Statement that this initial reduction – from 20 to 5 per cent
– would be extended until the end of September, following which an
interim level of 12.5 per cent would apply until year end.

TARGETED FUNDING SUPPORT
2.29 While the above general support was hugely welcome,
the challenges presented by COVID-19 in the early months of
2021 in particular meant that many cinemas required additional
financial support to remain solvent. For many – but not all
– smaller operators this came through the continuation of
targeted funded schemes that had begun in 2020.

LOCAL AUTHORITY BUSINESS SUPPORT GRANTS
2.27 During the first half of 2021, cinemas were again amongst
businesses in the leisure, hospitality and retail sectors to benefit
from a range of business support grants mandated in each
UK nation but delivered through local authorities. This funding
was allocated variously in recognition of the challenges faced
by venues required to remain closed due to national or regional
restrictions, or where safeguarding measures restricted the
ability of venues to welcome cinema-goers.

ENGLAND
2.31 2021 saw the allocation of two further rounds of support
through the Culture Recovery Fund - established the previous
year – these being announced in January and August. While –
coupled with some increased flexibility on the terms of use of
‘round one’ funding – this was welcome, the processes around
the application for and monitoring of this funding again caused
many smaller members significant difficulty at a time when
staffing and other resources were at a premium.

2.28 In most cases, the administration of this funding was
exceptionally well-managed, being allocated automatically on

2.32 The Association worked hard to support those members in
such circumstances and in representing their interests as and

COVID-19

2.26 As 2021 ended, the Association was already turning its
mind to the planned end of the discount in March 2022, and what
arguments might find favour with the UK Government to secure
a further extension.

2.30 The devolved nature of this funding required the Association
to continue to engage on a bilateral basis with officials in each of
the four UK nations, including those in government departments
as well as relevant film agencies. The nature of the funding
support available, the necessary engagement with government
and the resulting dialogue with smaller operators, is set out on a
nation-by-nation basis below.

COVID-19
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when issues arose. It was though hugely grateful for the hard
work put in by BFI colleagues in making a difficult process work
as best they could, such that in the end some £6.5 million was
allocated in the second round and £6.2 million allocated in the
third round of funding.

administrations in not offering any additional funding support for
the vast majority of cinemas over and above that given to venues
as part of the allocation of the £7.75 million Stability and Renewal
Programme for Organisations, administered by Arts Council of
Northern Ireland, in October of the previous year.

SCOTLAND
2.33 Having received its own funding allocation as a consequence
of the initial announcement of the Culture Recovery Fund, the
Scottish Government had in November of 2020 allocated over
£3.5 million to smaller operators through its Independent Cinema
Recovery and Resilience Fund, an approach and outcome that was
widely welcomed by the sector.

2.37 Given the demonstrable need, the reasons for this are difficult to
fathom, but seem in part to be based on the lack of any clear ‘home’
for the sector in the Executive and a resultant absence of anyone
to champion the cause within government. The challenging
politics around the Northern Ireland Executive for much of 2021
meant this was not an issue which the Association had an opportunity
to revisit by year end but is certainly on the agenda for 2022.

2.34 With challenges arising from COVID-19 having by no means
disappeared in early 2021, the administration took the decision
to offer those sites that had been supported by the early round
further funding through a simple ‘top-up’ mechanism, the total
funding allocated in this way amounting to over £2 million. The
Association was grateful for the close liaison of Creative Scotland
officials in the communication and administration of these funds,
something it looked forward to undertaking again as potential
further funding was announced towards the end of the year.

‘KEEP THE MAGIC ALIVE’
2.38 As noted above, while targeted funding support was available
for smaller operators, this was not the case for cinema circuit
companies, many of whom operate across a number of the UK
nations and in truth constitute the ‘critical mass’ of the sector both
in terms of audience numbers and employment.

WALES
2.35 Having allocated funding to applicable cinemas through its
own Cultural Recovery Fund in 2020, in March 2021 the Welsh
Government announced the availability of further support from
a general pot of £30 million allocated across a variety of cultural
sectors including cinema.
NORTHERN IRELAND
2.36 The Northern Ireland Executive was alone amongst UK

2.39 In late 2020, with the renewed closures of all cinemas across
the UK, the Association had begun a lobbying campaign intended
to impress on the Westminster Government the need for direct
financial support for these operators, recognising that – whatever
the undoubted value of the smaller venues benefitting from direct
funding – the reality was that the viability of the UK cinema sector
depended in large part on the continued existence of circuit sites,
many of whom were now at very real risk.
2.40 To complement its direct lobbying, the Association – working
with the digital public affairs agency Edmonds Elder – had at the
end of 2020 established a public-facing campaign titled Keep
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the Magic Alive, the centrepiece of which was an engaging and
emotional short film, narrated by actor/writer Stephen Fry,
highlighting the risks that COVID represented to the survival of
the sector, and in particular to the unique cultural, economic and
social contribution made by cinemas to communities across the
length and breadth of the UK.
2.41 The film and its supporting webpage on the UK Cinema
Association website supported members of the public in
contacting their local MP to press government to take action in
response, a request which was given an enormous boost when
in early 2021 over 40 leading directors, writers and producers
confirmed their support for the campaign in an open letter to the
Chancellor.
2.42 The roll-call of names supporting the letter – corralled by the
tireless work of director Edgar Wright and Producer Eric Fellner
– included Christopher Nolan, Danny Boyle, Barbara Broccoli,
Richard Curtis, Stephen Frears, Sarah Gavron, Paul Greengrass,
David Heyman, Armando Iannucci, Asif Kapadia, Steve McQueen,
David Puttnam, Guy Ritchie, Ridley Scott, Matthew Vaughn, Ben
Wheatley, Stephen Woolley, Joe Wright and David Yates.

2.44 Many sites operated by Association members are
commercial tenancies within retail developments, shopping
malls etc, and so subject to the payment of rental and service
charges. These costs – which are often a significant proportion
of total overheads – had in a number of cases continued to
accrue through 2020 and 2021, despite the fact that those venues
were closed to customers for much of the year.
2.45 These were not of course issues exclusive to the cinema
sector, and – as had been the case in 2020 – during the course
of the year the Association allied itself with others in leisure,
hospitality and retail in seeking to persuade Government to
intervene, both to prevent landlords from taking precipitate
enforcement action and to ensure that any costs accrued did not
become a millstone for venues once allowed to re-open.
2.46 While the government in England, Northern Ireland and
Wales did during the course of the year announce a moratorium
on lease forfeiture and debt recovery enforcement would be
extended until March 2022 – and the Scottish Government
amended the notice period required of commercial landlords
when taking action for non-payment of rent, in truth none of
these measures tackled the root issue.
2.47 This was something perhaps recognised by the UK
Government when it announced in October plans to legislate
to ring-fence rent debt accrued during the pandemic by those
businesses affected by enforced closures, and to set out a process
of binding arbitration between landlords and tenants. Details on
both of these measures were awaited as the year ended.

COVID-19

2.43 The media interest elicited by such ‘stardust’ is covered
elsewhere in this report, but another result of this intervention
was a massive boost to the number of members of the public
taking time to contact their local MP in support, eventually over
5,000 all told. While the campaign was ultimately unsuccessful
– and larger cinema operators received no direct funding – it is
hoped that the legacy of this work will continue through much
stronger relationships with the creative community, who were
willing to stand up in the sector’s time of need.

PROPERTY ISSUES

STRATEGIC ISSUES
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3.1 While much of the focus for the Association during 2021 was
inevitably on helping members navigate the ongoing challenges
of the pandemic, there still remained a need for it to involve itself
across a range of other strategic issues. Below is a headline
account of the relevant activities of the Association in these areas.

RELEASE WINDOWS

3.2 The Association strongly supports the principle of
maintaining a clear ‘window’ between a film’s theatrical release
and its release on other platforms, believing that this ensures
that audiences continue to enjoy the widest possible range of
films in their intended environment, the cinema theatre. It is
the unique nature of the cinema experience that means that so
many cinemas across the UK remain key focal points for their
local communities.

3.4 These decisions were understood at the time to be ones
driven by short-term economics, and it was assumed that they
did not represent a fundamental move away from support
for theatrical distribution, which remains the most lucrative
element of the ‘value chain’ for the industry.
3.5 However, the decision by some studios to continue to
release films on little or no window – or to cancel their
theatrical release entirely in favour of distribution on their or
others’ streaming platforms – when UK cinemas had re-

3.6 The Association continues to believe that such moves were
mistaken, not least in terms of the loss of significant box office
income for all parties and the promotional value that a cinema
release provides to subsequent stages of the film value chain.
But perhaps more seriously, the early release of major films on
streaming services proved a boon for film theft, with these titles
quickly appearing as the most downloaded on illegal websites,
meaning that significant income was lost to the industry entirely.
3.7 As the year closed, these considerations thankfully seemed
to be an increasing source of influence on release decisions,
with the return to the establishment of a significant window of
exclusivity, albeit not yet at a level which would give comfort to
Association members, particularly those showing films for the
first time in the weeks following release.

FILM THEFT

3.8 While its support for the specific actions taken to tackle
‘source’ piracy in cinemas are covered elsewhere in this report,
during 2021 the Association also continued to work closely with
partners across the film and wider audio-visual sector to ensure
that everything possible was being done to meet the challenges
of film theft.
INDUSTRY TRUST FOR IP AWARENESS
3.9 The impact of the pandemic on piracy was felt across the
entirety of 2021, that despite cinemas be allowed to re-open from
May onwards. Accordingly the Association maintained its support
throughout the year for the Industry Trust for IP Awareness in

STRATEGIC ISSUES

3.3 Pre-pandemic, the average theatrical release window had
remained more or less constant at around 110 days. While this
increasingly masked a wide range of practices, that position
rapidly changed with the arrival of the pandemic, which
prompted a number of US studios in particular to release titles
direct to streaming services when cinemas were closed.

opened and audiences were returning was undoubtedly a huge
source of frustration for Association members eager for more
films to show on the big screen.
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their efforts to encourage infringers, including the 11 per cent of
the infringers who only began involving themselves in such activity
during lockdown – around two million people – back to the cinema.
3.10 In doing so, the Trust maintained its insights-led approach
to understanding emerging infringement behaviours in a postpandemic consumer landscape. The ‘new to infringement’ group
are at a stage where their infringing habits are not yet engrained,
while at the same time having a higher value perception towards
cinema, making it incredibly important to engage them with
campaigns and messaging activity.

STRATEGIC ISSUES

3.11 With the emerging ‘cost of living crisis’ being increasingly
cited as a key driver for infringement, it was vital that the
industry’s flagship consumer education campaign – Moments
Worth Paying For – returned to reinforce the value of cinema,
amplified the ‘cinemas are back’ message and highlighted the
new releases that audiences had so desperately missed.

RELATIONS WITH THE BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE (BFI)

3.14 Inevitably much of the engagement with the British Film
Institute (BFI) during 2021 again focussed on or was impacted
by COVID-19. While ongoing discussions around the Culture
Recovery Fund are covered elsewhere in this report, this section
sets out other relevant areas of activity.
BFI CHAIRMAN
3.15 The Association was delighted when it was announced
in February that Tim Richards, founder and CEO of Vue
International, one of the Association’s largest and most
supportive members, had been appointed as Chair of the
Board of Governors of the BFI. Tim brings with him a wealth
of experience and expertise across the broad spectrum of
exhibition and will be a huge asset to the organisation.

BFI FILM FUND
3.16 The BFI Film Fund is the key mechanism through which the
organisation supports the production of UK independent film,
including the identification and nurturing of film-making talent.
3.12 With infringers increasingly perceiving their activities to be a
Not least given the need for UK cinemas to be able to draw on a more
safe way to consume content, the Trust also led and activated the
seventh wave of its successful Crimestoppers campaign, continuing diverse range of films as the sector recovers from the pandemic,
the role of the Film Fund is therefore of huge importance to
its mission to deter illegal consumption through educational
Association members.
messaging that reminds audiences of the risks at the point of
search. As the year ended, a new wave of Facebook activity was
also in development, ever more important as levels of infringement 3.17 For that reason, the exhibition sector was delighted to welcome
the appointment of Mia Bays as Director of the Film Fund in October
through social media continued to increase.
2021. Mia has vast experience as a leading figure in production, film
distribution and talent development, and as the year ended was
3.13 Through the Trust-supported FindAnyFilm.com website
already in discussion with the Association on what more might be
and its partnership with Powster, the return to cinema was
done to secure a stronger ‘supply-line’ of diverse and audiencesupported through the integration of cinema showtimes into
ready UK independent films. That dialogue will hopefully continue
theatrical out-of-home advertising creative, launching with
over the coming months and years.
Sony’s Peter Rabbit 2: the Runaway.
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BFI SCREEN SECTOR TASK FORCE – EXHIBITION AND DISTRIBUTION SUB-GROUP
3.18 This group, bringing together a wide range of
representatives not just from exhibition and distribution but
also from agencies across the four UK nations, had been
established in the Spring of 2020 as part of the ‘re-purposing’ of
the longstanding BFI Screen Sector Task Force and in response
to the challenges presented by the pandemic.
3.19 Jointly chaired by the Association and colleagues at the Film
Distributors’ Association (FDA), the sub-group met on regular
occasions throughout the first half of 2021 to share information
and insight on a range of matters in the run-up to the re-opening
of UK cinemas and beyond.

INTO FILM

3.20 Into Film is a charitable organisation that puts film at the
heart of young people’s educational, cultural and personal
development.  While Into Film is predominantly funded by the
BFI as part of its overall strategy to engage children and young
people in film, the organisation also enjoys support from the
cross-industry body Cinema First.

3.23 Into Film launched a range of commercial film marketing
programmes through the year, partnering with Universal
Pictures, Disney + and Disney Studios. Croods 2: A New Age and
No Time to Die were hugely successful despite being moved
back due to changing release dates. Into Film also developed
a new promotional model for the launch of Dear Evan Hansen,
hosting an exclusive ‘Q+A’ panel with talent and a mental health
expert on Into Film+ as part of a mental health and wellbeing
campaign in October.
3.24 Into Film’s partnerships with Disney included the Ultimate
Princess Celebration PSHE + Literacy resource with an
accompanying digital ‘character spinner’ for students and hugely
popular Encanto: Recycle the Rhythm resource for primary age
students focused on music and culture.
3.25 While navigating the challenges of the pandemic and operating
within constraints, the Into Film Festival took place in November
2021. The event is Into Film’s flagship audience development
initiative and sees thousands of young people and teachers heading
into UK cinemas for free. The 2021 edition saw 185,000 attendees
at 2,500 screenings across 496 UK cinemas with exclusive film
previews and a number of impactful live events.

STRATEGIC ISSUES

3.21 Cinema First’s investment directly supports a range
of activities to encourage and incentivise cinema-going and
help ensure young people become the paying audience of
the future. Giving children and young people the opportunity
to get back into the cinema or to have their first ever cinema
experience has been crucial in instilling cinema-going as a
valued social habit, particularly given the disruption of COVID-19.

3.22 During cinema closures and amid ever-changing
restrictions, Into Film kept young peoples’ love of cinema and
film alive with Into Film+, a curated streaming service for
schools supporting nearly 6,000 active film clubs in 2021. Into
Film provided additional support for the UK cinema sector
with back to the cinema marketing and editorial. Produced
in collaboration with young people, a social media campaign
celebrating cinema-going reached 606,281 young people.
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3.26 The Festival launched with an advanced preview of Clifford
The Big Red Dog, with previews of Belfast, Ghostbusters:
Afterlife, Captains of Zaatari, Parallel Mothers and Encanto.
Live events included a ‘Q&A’ with Kenneth Branagh and
the young actors from Belfast, giving children the VIP Limo
experience with live Columbian music alongside Encanto, a
tenth anniversary screening of Attack The Block with director
Joe Cornish and actor Michael Ajao, a partnership with Coventry
City of Culture with director Debbie Isitt and a Nativity screening,
while director Edgar Wright took part in a Q&A with his
documentary The Sparks Brothers and producer Gregg Wilson
introduced a special screening of No Time To Die.

STRATEGIC ISSUES

3.27 95 per cent of attending teachers said this was the first
time back into a cinema for their students since COVID-19 closed
cinemas, 92 per cent said that many of their students had never
been to that venue before and 25,000 young people had their first
ever cinema experiences through the Festival.

“This was the best year so far. The response of the Juniors
to the football match in Early Man was the most excitement
I have heard in nearly 30 years in cinemas!“
“What an amazing treat our school experienced yesterday!
Our children are from a disadvantaged area... many have
not been out of Golcar, let alone to Sheffield or to a cinema.
The children had the best day and memory to last a lifetime.“
3.28 The festival strands included Finding Your Voice, Fantasy
and Adventure, Health and Wellbeing and Community and
Togetherness. Into Film remain committed to ensuring that the
Festival activities are accessible for all young people. Over half
of the screenings on offer were accessible to attendees with

a visual or hearing disability through audio-description and
subtitling respectively, with autism-friendly screenings also
widely available.

NATIONAL FILM AND TELEVISION SCHOOL

3.29 Cinema operators rely on a large number of others in the
wider film industry in order to be successful, not least those who
create films for the big screen, be they in front of or behind the
camera. Foremost amongst those institutions which have made
a contribution in this regard is the National Film and Television
School (NFTS), recognised by many as the best film school in the
World, and the originator of countless Oscar, BAFTA and other
industry award-winning professionals.
3.30 Recognising that pre-eminence, in 2016 the Association
signed up as a principal sponsor of the NFTS, in particular to
provide funding and in-kind support to a new MA delivered by
the School in Marketing, Distribution, Sales and Exhibition,
looking to involve members from across a range of disciplines
in providing ‘real World’ experience to students taking the
qualification. That engagement had broadened in recent
times to include work with students on the NFTS ‘Directing
Commercials’ course.
3.31 While the aim at the beginning of 2020 had been to expand
those activities even further in recognition of the value that the
NFTS and its students bring to the UK sector, those ambitions
– and indeed the sponsorship itself – fell victim to the pandemic
and the decision was taken on both sides to ‘pause’
the agreement until such time as Association finances were
in a position for it to resume.
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3.32 While that situation prevailed throughout 2021, with
cinemas now re-opened and the recovery of the sector
seemingly well underway, discussions on that re-engagement
had begun as the year ended, something the Association looks
forward to concluding positively in 2022.

MUSIC RIGHTS

3.33 The issue of music rights remains a key concern for cinema
operators, not just to Association members but also their
counterparts across Europe. In the UK, music rights payments
to musicians, songwriters and composers are collected by
PPL-PRS, with cinemas required to pay a fee for music played,
whether as part of a film or event or simply as background music
in foyers and auditoriums.

3.35 Given the uncertainties throughout the year, both parties
agreed that a simple ‘roll-over’ of the previous tariff into 2021
was the best approach. Furthermore, and with cinemas closed
for significant periods of 2020 and into 2021, it should also be
acknowledged that PPL-PRS were flexible in their approach,
agreeing the return of previous ‘up-front’ payments and for
Association members to split future payments into instalments,
better aligned with cash-flow at the time.

3.36 While the work of the Film Complaints Panel, under the
Chairmanship of Thomas Dillon, was necessarily suspended
during much of 2021, Thomas kept in touch with the changing
characteristics of the sector – and the challenges presented by
COVID-19 – through the Association and its counterpart, the Film
Distributors’ Association (FDA).

STRATEGIC ISSUES

3.34 Association members support the right of all creative
people to be rewarded for their work, but equally see the fees
demanded by PPL-PRS as too high and not reflecting the
contribution of music to the modern cinema-going experience.
They strongly believe that it is important that the royalties paid
should be a fair and appropriate reflection of the value that
music provides to the overall experience and that there should
be greater transparency in the system so that it is clear how
performers are rewarded for their work.

FILM COMPLAINTS PANEL

OPERATIONAL ISSUES
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FILM THEFT

4.1 While the COVID-19 pandemic brought a new dimension to this
work, 2021 saw efforts to maintain the sector’s success in ensuring
the security of UK cinemas continue. Given that over 90 per cent of
illegal versions of newly-released films are still sourced in cinemas,
typically through the use of compact digital recording devices such
as smartphones, this is hugely important for the sector.
FILM THEFT IN CINEMAS
4.2 The Film Content Protection Agency (FCPA) is funded
by Film Distributors’ Association (FDA) and serves as the
organisation’s dedicated unit for safeguarding films and their
valuable intellectual property during the theatrical release. The
Agency continued during 2021 to focus on one clear objective: to
prevent pirated versions of films from being sourced in cinemas
in the UK and Ireland.

4.5 Further illegal activity took place from July onwards, with
a further three new releases being found online and identified
as versions sourced from London cinemas. In all cases the
offenders have been identified in the following investigations
and enquiries to locate them remain ongoing.
4.6 While all of these cases are linked in some way, the individual
offenders in each case were not associated or known to each
other. In one unusual case, film theft returned to an East London
cinema which had experienced high-impact piracy in 2019, albeit
this time through a different offender, something which serves
as a reminder that this activity can happen at any cinema, no
matter how unlikely a target site might seem.

4.3 Online global piracy release groups continued to struggle to
obtain new content in the early months of 2021 given the COVID-19enforced closure of a significant number of cinemas across the globe.
However, as sites re-opened from the middle of the year onwards and
4.8 During the last six months of the year, the FCPA team
resumed their operations, then so did the piracy networks and
delivered an unprecedented 53 training sessions to over 1,500
the targeting of new theatrical releases promptly resumed.
cinema staff. The impact of this was clear, with enhanced
levels of vigilance leading to the identification and disruption of
4.4 Two high-impact cases occurred in particular immediately
125 reported incidents from May onwards. Reassuringly, the
as UK cinemas began re-opening in May, with two publiclyPolice attended 40 per cent of these incidents, recognising the
available copies of a new film traced via film forensics to two
London cinemas only six miles apart. Subsequent investigations seriousness with which such criminal activity is increasingly
regarded by law enforcement.
revealed that the same offender was responsible in both
instances, plus another case in December 2020. Having been
4.9 The FCPA rewards programme also continued in 2021, with
identified and traced, he was arrested in July. (Interestingly he
eight staff from cinemas across the UK being presented with
had even signed the COVID-19 ‘track and trace’ document upon
rewards for identifying and disrupting illegal recording activity.
entering one of the targeted cinemas).

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

4.7 A key element of the FCPA programme continues to centre
around anti-piracy awareness and vigilance in cinemas, and
particularly among staff. The year saw a concerted drive by
FCPA to focus on this, especially at a time when many sites were
seeing high levels of staff turn-over and therefore recruitment of
new team members.
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DISABILITY AND ACCESS

4.10 The first half of 2021 in particular saw further long periods
of disruption to cinemas as COVID-19 restrictions continued
to impact cinema-going across the UK. As a result, progress
around the industry’s ongoing accessibility work was heavily
impacted.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

4.11 Nevertheless, the Association continued to engage with a
range of key stakeholders through its longstanding Disability
Working Group (DWG) – a standing forum which includes
a number of charity partners and colleagues from film
distribution as well as a range of cinema operators – to ensure
that where possible further developments and best practice
could be shared, facilitated and improved upon. In this and
related work, the Association continued to be supported by its
retained disability advisors Freeney Williams.
4.12 The DWG met three times during 2021, though remained
in contact throughout the year, discussing a number of
access-related issues, most notably how continued COVID-19
restrictions were impacting on disabled customers’ ability
to access their local cinema, not least through the inability of
venues as a result of these measures to offer certain types of
accessible screening.

4.14 This cross-industry collaboration and the efforts of the
DWG during 2021 undoubtedly helped support Association
members and the wider sector prepare for re-opening during
the Summer months, as well as ensuring that the cinema-going
experience thereafter remained as enjoyable and accessible as
possible. Further information regarding the key workstrands is
detailed below.
TRAINING AND AWARENESS
4.15 Opportunities to deliver the regular training activity offered
by the Association and its disability advisors to support cinema
staff in dealing with accessibility issues were of necessity limited
during 2021.
4.16 However, experience gained through the delivery of relevant
online training during the previous year, allowing a wider range
of member companies and their staff to be involved than would
have been possible ‘face-to-face’, means that any future training
sessions will be offered – where possible – remotely. The aim is
for this to complement the Association’s existing menu of training
opportunities, which currently includes customer service and call
centre training respectively, as well as advice on designing cinemas.

ACCESSIBLE SCREENINGS UK
4.17 Towards the end of the year the Association, supported by
The Box Office Company, launched Accessible Screenings UK
4.13 Collaboration between cinema operators and film
distributors – and the Association and its counterpart trade body, (ASUK) the first ever fully comprehensive and searchable film
listings website for accessible screenings in UK cinemas:
the Film Distributors’ Association – became more important
than ever during 2021 as changes in COVID-19 safety restrictions www.accessiblescreeningsuk.co.uk. This project has been
and the potential threat of more closures continued to impact the delayed on a number of occasions, first by a range of technical
challenges and then by the impacts of COVID-19, so to be able
release of films and the day-to-day operations of cinemas.
finally to share it with the public was a very welcome achievement.
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4.18 The site aims to be a reliable and trusted destination for
disabled customers looking for film times and listings for
accessible screenings at their local cinema, these including
subtitled screenings (sometimes known as open captioned
or ‘OC’ screenings), audio described screenings and autism
and dementia friendly screenings respectively. It will also act
as a ‘hub’ for key cinema sector updates and announcements
relevant to disability and access.

4.22 Discussion during the final 2021 meeting of the Disability
Working Group in December focussed on how the wider sector,
supported by charity partners, might help raise awareness of
deafness and better explain the purpose of subtitled screenings
in cinemas to the wider public. This might be one way to address
the general unwillingness seen amongst some audience groups
to embrace and attend subtitled screenings, and an area where
Deaf Awareness Week in 2022 might provide an opportunity.

TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGE FUND
4.23 The UK and indeed global cinema sector has in the
recent past seen a number of attempts to address the issue of
delivering subtitles in cinema for hard of hearing customers,
many of which have involved technology delivering closed
captions – subtitling visible only to the viewer – usually through
SUBTITLING
4.20 Prior to the pandemic, the sector had seen a steady growth some form of personal device. That these efforts have seen
very little success prompted the Association in late 2018 to
in subtitled screenings for deaf and hard of hearing customers,
with typically over 1,500 such screenings taking place in cinemas launch its Technology Challenge Fund, an effort to ‘kick-start’
developments in this area.
across the UK each week.
4.19 The site will continue to grow and adapt in response to the
needs of the sector but more importantly as a result of feedback
from those cinema-goers using it to find cinema show-times
and other information.

4.24 Since its launch, the Fund’s progress and activity has
been steered and supported by expert and user panels made
up of industry experts and deaf and hard of hearing cinemagoers respectively. After a number of rounds of funding and
development, feedback from each of these groups helped
identify the most promising and practical solution for a cinema
environment, resulting in the decision to support a ‘smart
glasses’ solution developed by the team at the National Theatre.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

4.21 Despite periods of closure during the first half of 2021 and
the re-introduction of some restrictions later in the year, many
cinema operators continued to programme subtitled screenings
for a range of films, including all major theatrical releases as
well as a range of smaller independent titles. While a continued
move in the right direction, there is clearly more to do in this
area, something the Association looks forward to discussing
again with members given the renewed confidence in cinemagoing that was seen towards the end of the year.
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4.25 While a successful trial of the glasses at the BFI Short
Film Festival in early 2020 had raised hopes of rapid progress,
the arrival of the pandemic soon after inevitably meant that
any significant further work was put on hold for much of the
next two years, and it was only towards the end of 2021 that
the Association was able to re-engage with the development
team, now trading as the stand-alone organisation Built for
Good Technology.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

4.26 These discussions, and the allocation of further funding
support by the Association, meant that as the year closed there
was now once again a good deal of optimism and a clear way
forward to developing a workable smart glasses solution for
those who might benefit.
AUDIO DESCRIPTION
4.27 Audio described (AD) screenings are intended to help those
customers with sight loss through providing a pre-recorded
commentary that describes features such as action, body
language, expressions and movements during the film, this
being typically delivered through a personal headset.

4.30 Despite some initial progress, very little of substance
has materialised from these approaches to meet the needs of
customers while at the same time offering the level of content
security that the major US studios demand for their titles. With
that in mind it is hoped that the Association and counterparts
at the Film Distributors’ Association – and their respective
members – can during 2022 pick up previous discussions
about possibly creating an industry-wide set of technological
standards for such apps, this dialogue having been necessarily
paused due to the pandemic.
AUTISM FRIENDLY SCREENINGS
4.31 The continued disruption caused by COVID-19, and the
restrictions on cinemas that arose during 2021, meant that
it was not possible safely to re-programme regular autism
friendly screenings throughout most of the year, one of the key
aspects of such screenings – freedom for individuals to move
around and change seats – clearly being prohibited by general
pandemic safety guidance.

4.28 With over 65 per cent of UK cinema screens now having
audio description capability, there are a wide range of such
accessible screenings playing across the UK, these including
a broad range of film titles.

4.32 However, as safety restrictions began to relax, the end of
the year did see the gradual re-introduction of such screenings,
which offer a more ‘sensory-friendly’ environment including
a range of adaptations to allow for a more enjoyable and
relaxed cinema experience for those customers with sensory
sensitivities, learning disabilities and autism.

4.29 While that is undoubtedly positive news, the Association and
its members recognise the limitations of the current technology
and the way in which audio description is currently delivered. For
that reason, the sector has been closely following a number of
app-based personalised solutions that deliver audio description
through a person’s own smartphone or similar device.

4.33 The Association and its members recognise how important
such screenings are to those audiences who regularly attend,
and 2022 will see a renewed focus by a wide range of cinema
operators – both large and small – to continue increasing the
number of relaxed screenings to their previous level
and beyond.
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DEMENTIA FRIENDLY SCREENINGS
4.34 Dementia friendly screenings are intended to provide a
welcoming and friendly environment for those with dementia
and associated conditions and their families to enjoy the
big screen experience. Sadly, for similar reasons as those
experienced by the closely-related autism friendly screenings
(and with the additional factor of the vulnerability of this age
group to COVID-19), the arrival of the pandemic, and the
restrictions which followed, meant that this provision could not
be reintroduced in any meaningful way during 2021.
4.35 While that pause was disappointing, during the year the
Association, working with the Alzheimer’s Society, nevertheless
took the opportunity to finalise and launch a long-planned
training video for cinemas to help and encourage them – when
the time was right – to programme or even just trial dementia
friendly screenings during 2022, recognising a growing and
popular area of accessible screenings across the UK.

4.37 In July 2020 the UK Government had announced that
from the start of 2021 CP facilities would become a mandatory
requirement for a range of new or significantly-refurbished
public venues in England, including many cinemas. While the
Association had in responding to the consultation leading to this
decision supported the continued expansion of the CP network,
it had opposed this type of mandatory requirement, which will
place significant additional financial burdens on its members.

4.39 The Association will continue to monitor the impact of this
new requirement on the development of new cinemas as well
as on the speed and nature of cinema refurbishments across
the sector.
CEA CARD
4.40 The CEA Card scheme, established almost two decades
ago, provides a cardholder with a free ticket for someone to
accompany them while attending the cinema, enabling greater
accessibility for those disabled customers who need additional
support. The scheme is widely supported by its users and
participating cinemas as a simple and discreet way in which a
‘reasonable adjustment’ can be made in line with the disability
provisions of the Equality Act and similar legislation in other
UK nations.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

CHANGING PLACES
4.36 Changing Places (CP) toilets or facilities are larger
accessible toilets for people with complex disabilities and
physical needs, often including equipment such as hoists,
curtains, adult-sized changing benches and space for carers.

4.38 That decision however having been made, the Association
worked to support members by resharing previous guidance
on CPs and offering what further clarity it could on the practical
implications of this new requirement. It also confirmed the
availability of some local authority funding for smaller operators
considering installing a CP facility.
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4.41 With cinemas required to close for much of the first half
of 2021, levels of CEA Card applications and renewals were
significantly impacted. To put this in context, while the beginning
of the year saw 80,000 ‘live’ Cards in circulation, the full year
saw only 30,000 new Cards issued. While those numbers picked
up towards the end of 2021, across the entire year the scheme
saw around only around 400,000 free tickets offered to disabled
customers. While a 100 per cent increase on the previous year,
this represented a 60 per cent reduction on 2019.
4.42 Looking ahead, the Association will make renewed efforts
to encourage disabled audiences to reapply for new CEA Cards
in line with their increasing appetite to return to the big screen.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

CINEMA SAFETY

4.43 The safety of cinema audiences and staff remains a core
consideration for all cinema operators. Despite the demands
of helping its members navigate the ongoing challenges of the
pandemic, during 2021 the Association continued to devote
resources to a number of workstreams in this area.
CINEMA SECURITY
4.44 Security concerns have become an increasing focus
for the Association in recent years in response to wider
developments. While safety and security are paramount, in
seeking to support members on these issues, efforts have
been made to ensure that any measures implemented are
proportionate and do not lessen the unique experience of
seeing films on the big screen.
4.45 In response to a number of high-profile incidents – most
notably the Manchester Arena bombing in 2017 – the UK
Government has in recent years been developing a range

of measures intended to improve safety at public venues.
In particular, at the start of the year it launched a consultation on
a potential ‘Protect Duty’, implementation of which would place
a legal duty on public venues, including cinemas, to introduce
additional safety measures to safeguard against future attacks.
4.46 Supported by its Security Working Group, made up of the
operational leads from all the major cinema circuit companies,
the Association responded to the consultation to argue that
any required measures should be proportionate to risk. The
conclusions of that exercise and any resulting government
proposals are expected to emerge in 2022.
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
4.47 During 2021, instances of anti-social behaviour by
customers became a increasing concern to Association
members, given their impact both on staff and other audience
members. While there seem to have been a number of factors
influencing this trend – not least perhaps a sense that after
almost two years in lockdown some audience members had
‘forgotten’ how to behave – one key driver for this disruptive
and often abusive behaviour seems to have been the need for
age verification for some films, particularly those films that
(whether intentionally or not) appealed to a younger age group
than their ‘15’ certificate, a trend which looks to continue over
the coming years.
4.48 In response, towards the end of the year some early
thinking around how cinemas, colleagues in film distribution,
the BBFC and the Government might collectively tackle
this growing issue began to take shape. Fundamental to
this was a recognition that the system of classification for
films in cinemas is an increasing anomaly in a varied media
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landscape. While different classification systems apply to home
entertainment and computer games, and to an extent to online
media, none of these are enforced in the same way as in the
cinema environment.
4.49 This could be seen as a positive for the sector, which
can truthfully say it offers one of the last ‘safe spaces’ for the
children and young people. But it is undoubtedly something
that is coming under increasing pressure, not least from
parents who are happy to give consent for older children to see
more challenging material, reflecting their approach to online
entertainment during lockdown.

4.51 As the end of the year approached, the Security Working
Group began a revision of its long-standing safety guidance
for cinemas, adding a particular focus not just on anti-social
behaviour but also specific safety considerations for female
staff and customers. The Association has plans to canvass
further opinion from its wider membership during 2022 and will
continue to formulate updated guidance and best practice to
support members on what can often be particularly challenging
issues.

4.52 Environmental sustainability – and the impacts of nonaction in this area – are now a key focus for all business sectors.
Accordingly, and despite the obvious challenges presented by the
pandemic, this remained an important issue for the Association
and its members during 2021, with many cinemas once reopened picking up where they had left off pre-COVID-19 in making
more sustainable and ‘greener’ choices with regard to their dayto-day operations.
4.53 While much of this work was proactive in its nature,
members were also made aware of a number of pieces of relevant
legislation, including a ban on supplying single use plastic
items such as straws and stirrers which had come into effect in
England in late 2020, something which is expected to be extended
to a range of other items including plastic plates, cutlery and
polystyrene cups following a consultation that began late in the year.
4.54 Despite the pressures of navigating the pandemic, during
2021 the Association’s Sustainability Working Group, including
operational leads from many of the major circuit operators,
continued to identify and share good practice and helped to
shape thinking on a more consistent approach regarding waste
management, energy use, and recycling.
4.55 Looking ahead, the Association and a number of its larger
member companies will also continue to engage with the
Circular Economy Group established by the European trade
body UNIC and the Coca-Cola Company, as well as continuing
discussions with the former organisation’s Technology Subgroup, which is looking at sustainable practices within emerging
cinema technologies.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

4.50 Given the complexity of the issues, any change here
will need to be approached carefully, and is not a short-term
project. With that in mind, as well as the discussions above,
the Association also began revisiting existing digital and
alternative methods of age verification for those younger
customers who ordinarily do not have access to traditional
forms of ID, seemingly one of the key reasons for conflict and a
straightforward way to support cinema staff when verifying a
customer’s age.

SUSTAINABILITY

PUBLIC ADVOCACY
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5.1 In terms of public advocacy, a key focus for the Association
in recent years has been around gaining positive media coverage
for the sector. As might be expected, the principal focus of these
activities during 2021 was around COVID-19 and its impact on UK
cinema operators, albeit that this work included a variety of different
aspects of that narrative, reflecting the differing stages of the pandemic.
5.2 Set out below are some of the key themes and engagements
across the year.

THE FUTURE OF THE CINEMA SECTOR

5.3 Even during what had previously been a period of outstanding
success in terms of admissions and box office, presenting
a consistently positive picture as to the future of the UK and
global cinema sector had proved more difficult than might have
been expected given that some commentators seemed fixed
on a narrative of decline. But that was perhaps made doubly
so during the pandemic, where a small number of those in the
media seemed only too keen to present this as the point at which
streaming would finally see off the big screen experience.

IMPACT OF LOCKDOWN

5.6 As the UK sector entered 2021 with all cinemas still in
lockdown, there was understandably interest amongst media
commentators on the financial impact of such a period of
disruption on the cinema sector, and the prospects for recovery.
5.7 During the first half of the year, the Association engaged on
these issues with a range of media outlets including the BBC (in a
wide variety of guises), ITV Breakfast News, The Times, The Daily
Telegraph and a number of online platforms. Such was the level
of interest that it also at one point found itself contributing to a
feature on the German news channel ARD.
5.8 In all instances, efforts were made to strike a balance between
reflecting the unprecedented challenges presented by the
pandemic to cinemas of all sizes and the optimism and positivity
widely felt in the sector as to the future – buoyed in no small part
by the experience of the brief ‘unlock’ in 2020.

‘KEEP THE MAGIC ALIVE’

5.9 The origins and purpose of the Keep the Magic Alive
campaign are covered in the chapter of this report dealing with
COVID-19. However it should be noted that while the launch of
the campaign – and the engaging film at its centre – attracted
some minor press engagement, it was only in early 2021 that
5.5 Fortunately, here as elsewhere the Association was able to
interest took on serious proportions, this coinciding with the
call on a host of evidence to the contrary, both in the run-up to the release of an open letter to the Chancellor from over 40 leading
‘unlock’ from May onwards, where the ongoing survey of audience directors, writers and producers, urging further financial
sentiment undertaken on behalf of MetrixLab confirmed high
support for the sector.

PUBLIC ADVOCACY

5.4 While the need to push back on unwarranted negativity was
on occasion necessary across a range of platforms and media
outlets, it would be wrong not to point to The Guardian as a
particular source of frustration during the entire pandemic period,
that publication maintaining a consistent narrative of criticism of
the sector and pessimism as to its future, generally based on little
more than opinion and anecdote.

levels of eagerness to return to the big screen and of course in the
strong admissions and box office numbers seen once cinemas
were once again able to welcome back audiences.
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5.10 The roll-call of names supporting the letter – corralled by
the tireless work of director Edgar Wright and Producer Eric
Fellner – included Christopher Nolan, Danny Boyle, Barbara
Broccoli, Richard Curtis, Stephen Frears, Sarah Gavron, Paul
Greengrass, David Heyman, Armando Iannucci, Asif Kapadia,
Steve McQueen, David Puttnam, Guy Ritchie, Ridley Scott,
Matthew Vaughn, Ben Wheatley, Stephen Woolley, Joe Wright
and David Yates. Such was the unprecedented nature of this
show of support for UK cinemas from the creative sector that
this elicited huge media interest, undoubtedly adding weight to
the campaign.

5.14 The media were as might be expected regularly interested
in what the introduction of these measures might mean for the
recovery, and for thoughts from the Association on whether it
thought cinemas were being treated ‘fairly’ in this regard. As with
the preparations for re-opening, the response to such queries,
including contacts from the BBC, PA News and a number of
broadsheets, sought to be understanding of the need for caution on
the part of policy-makers, while stressing the safety of the cinemagoing experience, as evidenced in particular by the fact that not a
single outbreak of COVID-19 had been traced to a UK cinema.

5.15 The one area where the Association was more robust
and pro-active in its approach was around the notion of ‘COVID
passports’ where a customer might be required to provide evidence
5.11 The announcement in February by the UK Government of a
‘road-map’ to re-opening of cinemas and a variety of other sectors of their COVID-19 status – whether vaccinated or having returned a
recent negative test – before being admitted into a cinema.
as the threat from the pandemic subsided – and counterpart
announcements around that time in the devolved nations – were
5.16 The Association made its position on these proposals clear,
another source of interest from the media, in particular looking
seeing it as an unnecessary imposition on customers, not least
for expressions of disappointment that at that time our members
when there was generally no suggestion that similar measures
could only look forward to re-opening from May.
would be required of other indoor venues where the public were
undeniably at greater risk of COVID-19 transmission. This was
5.12 In engaging with a variety of media outlets, including The
something communicated not just through public statements
Evening Standard, PA News and others, the Association was
careful to recognise the difficult balancing act that governments from the Association but also in a range of press articles including
with The Times, The Guardian, PA News and The i.
had in this regard, but to stress its expectation that the sector
would be treated fairly compared to other similar sectors.

PUBLIC ADVOCACY

PREPARATIONS FOR RE-OPENING

CINEMA SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDING

5.13 The changing nature of the pandemic response meant that
– as in the previous year – 2021 saw Association members have
to deal with a variety of different instructions from government
on the necessary safeguarding measures, these differing in
timing and nature at various points across the four UK nations.

NO TIME TO DIE

5.17 The decision to delay the original release of the James Bond
film No Time to Die in April 2020 had been the first clear presage
of the challenges that the pandemic would present the cinema
industry as so many others, and so it was to be expected that
the media would take a keen interest in the prospects for – and
fortunes of – this particular release.
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5.18 The decision to delay the film for a second time in January

2021 led to a number of press contacts, including from the BBC,
Reuters and The Daily Telegraph, where the Association sought
to be understanding of the thinking behind this change (proven
in hindsight to be exactly the right decision) and to argue that
such was the importance of the title that it was only sensible to
wait until it could be seen on the big screen – as the film-makers
clearly intended – by the widest possible audience.
5.19 As the point of the film’s release did approach, the task for
the Association instead was to manage expectations, not due to
any lack of faith in its likely performance, but to avoid too much
importance being attached to the release of one title, significant
though a James Bond film will always be. As it was, that reception
by audiences (ultimately approaching £100 million at the UK box
office) exceeded all expectations and provided an opportunity for the
Association to make a wider point about the strength of the recovery.

ACCESSIBILITY DURING COVID-19

5.22 As might be expected – and as noted elsewhere in this
report – one of the impacts of the pandemic was on the ability
of Association members to deliver a broad range of accessible
screenings. While in some cases those difficulties were a direct
result of the safeguarding restrictions in place, for example with
autism friendly or dementia friendly screenings, in others the
considerations were more economic.
5.23 The generally low attendance at subtitled screenings mean
that they sometimes come at an economic cost to the operator
involved, something which in ordinary times is seen as a reasonable
consideration given the positive impacts of such provision. Having
taken such a significant financial ‘hit’ during the pandemic however, it
is undoubtedly true that many operators struggled to return quickly
to the level of subtitled screenings seen before the pandemic.

5.21 News items across a range of BBC platforms, as well as the
broadsheet and online media, were used to reflect the excitement
felt by cinema audiences at once again being able to enjoy the big
screen, and the extraordinarily strong ‘word of mouth’ promotion
– backed up by findings from the MetrixLab study – of the levels of
confidence in the safety measures in place, and hence enjoyment
of the experience.

5.25 Representing those larger operators who were a particular
target for this criticism, the Association responded across a
range of media outlets including The Metro, Sky News and the
BBC, making clear the economic realities at that time, but also
reiterating the sectors commitment to re-build provision as
soon as possible, while at the same time exploring opportunities
to deliver more personalised solutions.

PUBLIC ADVOCACY

5.20 In addition to No Time to Die, the box office performance of
a number of key titles following the May re-opening, culminating
with the extraordinary success of Spider-Man: No Way Home at
the end of the year, provided a solid foundation for the Association
to promote the strength of the recovery of the UK sector across a
range of media outlets, confounding the naysayers and pessimists.

5.24 This was something seized on by those groups representing
deaf and hard of hearing people. In particular the National Deaf
Children’s Society, which in June published a survey of subtitled
screenings of A Quiet Place 2 (a particularly relevant title given
that it features a deaf lead actress), noting that less than half of
sites provided such accessible provision during the first week of
release, and seeing this as a general sign of an industry lacking
in care for this audience segment.

RE-OPENING AND THE RECOVERY

PROMOTION AND MARKETING
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CINEMA FIRST

6.1 Cinema First, the cross-industry body bringing together key
representatives from cinema exhibition and film distribution,
continued its work throughout 2021, supporting the sector as it
navigated the challenges of COVID-19, and working to promote
the excitement of the big screen experience.
INSIGHTS
6.2 Throughout the pandemic, Cinema First had attempted
to inform planning around the re-opening of cinemas and the
recovery of the sector. Fundamental to this were the findings
of the ongoing industry tracker, conducted by MetrixLab,
successive ‘waves’ of which sought to capture changes in
audience sentiment towards cinema-going, allowed the
gauging of concerns and the development of appropriate sector
responses to the needs of different audience groups, all with the
aim of enabling, over time, a strong return to the big screen.
6.3 Results from the survey round undertaken immediately
before the beginning of cinemas re-opening in May provided
a range of hugely promising indicators, not least the fact that
urgency to return to the cinema amongst all demographics was
at an all-time high, albeit that those most likely to return in the
first instance were teenagers, young adults and families, for all
of whom cinema was seen as one of their ‘most missed’ out of
home activities.
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#LOVECINEMA 2021 CAMPAIGN
6.4 Informed by the above insights, Cinema First looked in May
to launch a second round of its ‘back to cinema’ campaign, the
first element of which had been so successful when cinemas
opened in July 2020 following the first lockdown. Simple in
its execution, the campaign used direct messaging to create
awareness and excitement around the re-opening of venues
and to showcase the exciting slate of upcoming film releases.

6.6 To supplement this activity, the #lovecinema.com website
was updated, providing a central information hub as the
campaign ‘call to action’, with search capability detailing which
cinemas were open, showtimes and details around the in
-cinema safety measures now being deployed.

MEERKAT MOVIES
6.7 As for the sector itself, the pandemic presented
huge challenges to the principal industry sponsor
comparethemarket.com and to their Meerkat Movies cinema
ticket promotion.

6.9 The industry is hugely grateful to comparethemarket.com
for the continuing faith they showed in the sector during this
period and is very much up for that challenge. Both Cinema
First and the UK Cinema Association look forward to working
with colleagues at the company, and in particular their wider
marketing teams, to kickstart and re-invigorate cinema-going
habits through the Meerkat Movies offer.

SCREEN AWARDS

6.10 In recent years, the Association has supported the longrunning Screen Awards, seeing it as an excellent opportunity
for the sector to recognise and celebrate excellence and
achievement both in exhibition and across the wider cinema
industry. In particular, it has sponsored the Exhibition
Achievement Award, identifying individuals judged to have made
a particularly noteworthy contribution to the sector, as well as
leading the judging of the two ‘cinema of the year’ categories.
6.11 Sadly, as in the previous year, 2021 saw the Screen Awards
again in the circumstances cancelled. The Association looks
forward to again supporting the event in 2022.

PROMOTION AND MARKETING

6.5 The campaign was delivered through media partners
Bauer and Global and executed using a radio campaign
across a range of popular national stations including Capital,
Heart and Smooth FM, as well as through the use of out of
home media including panels on buses. Messaging was also
supported by on-air and digital editorial as well as press
releases to trade and consumer publications.

6.8 The stop-start nature of cinema openings and reopenings, the changing film slate, combined with an older
audience demographic who were in general more reticent
about out of home activity, all served to impact the numbers
of people redeeming as part of their Meerkat Movies
membership. While there were strong signs of recovery for
the promotion as the year ended, it is recognised that getting
levels of redemptions back to their previous levels will
require a significant shared effort.

PARTNERSHIPS
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INTERNATIONAL

7.1 Throughout 2020, the Association continued to draw strength
from its partnership with organisations across a wide range of
cinema territories as well as closer to home.
UNIC
7.2 Throughout the year, the Association continued closely to
involve itself with the work of the European trade grouping the
Union Internationale des Cinémas (UNIC – International Union of
Cinemas), now bringing together cinema trade associations and key
operators from across 39 territories and of which the Association’s
Chief Executive Phil Clapp serves as President. A regular series
of virtual meetings allowed the sharing of information, ideas and
expertise and information with European colleagues.
7.3 Over much of the year, UNIC continued to be an invaluable
source of ongoing insight and information as to the situation
around the pandemic in other European territories, as well as
relevant scientific research information as to the transmission of
COVID-19 in a cinema environment, all vital to the Association as
it sought to maintain arguments around the safety of UK venues.

7.6 The UNIC Women’s Leadership Programme, intended to
identify and provide support for talented female executives
making their way in the industry through the provision of tailored
mentoring from senior female industry figures, continued
unaffected during the year and remains a hugely important
signal of change for the sector.
NATO
7.7 The Association’s relationship with the National Association
of Theatre Owners (NATO), representing cinema exhibitors in
North America and beyond, continued to be a source of strength
in 2021. Alongside the inevitable issues of COVID-19 – the
impact of which in the US served to delay the UK release of
key films from the major studios – dialogue between the two
organisations covered a range of issues, including music rights,
film theft, disability and access and cinema security.

PARTNERSHIPS

7.4 Working with the Council of the European Union, the European
Parliament and the European Commission, UNIC continued to
ensure that the interests of European cinema operators were
reflected across a range of relevant European policy areas. These
include all files linked to the territoriality of copyright (such as
geo-blocking), the implementation of the EU Audiovisual Media
Services Directive (AVMSD) and the EU Copyright Directive, as
well as the MEDIA Programme. UNIC also worked on the Digital
Services Act and the Media and the Audiovisual Action Plan. In
each case, UNIC worked to ensure that legislative proposals
reflected the realities of the modern cinema industry.

7.5 Having been unavoidably cancelled the previous year,
the Association was delighted in 2021 to be able to attend
CineEurope, the official convention of UNIC, held in Barcelona.
Although postponed to October, and taking place under
COVID-19 restrictions, the event was a significant success, with
delegates clearly enjoying the chance to see industry friends and
colleagues face-to face, in many cases for the first time since the
2019 event.
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GLOBAL CINEMA FEDERATION
7.8 Having been launched in 2017, the Global Cinema Federation
– a grouping of the largest international cinema operators and
key cinema trade bodies (including the UK Cinema Association) –
continue during 2021 to develop its approach across a number
of key areas of shared interest amongst its members.
7.9 While many of the issues around COVID-19 were most
effectively dealt with on a regional or national level, the
Federation nevertheless added value in terms of information
exchange and applying pressure on the US major studios
for greater flexibility around the release of films in the early
months of the year.

PARTNERSHIPS

NATIONAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD
7.10 While the Executive Board formally ‘met’ four times
during 2021 (meetings being held in February, May, September
and December), the still fast-changing nature of COVID-19
in the first half of the year meant that there were a host of
more regular online engagements during this period. As the
impacts of COVID-19 lessened in the second half of the year,
so the Board was again able to hold face-to-face meetings in
September and December, relieved to again discuss a broad
range of other issues of importance to Association members.

UK CINEMA ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE
7.11 First established in its current format in 2013, the UK
Cinema Association annual conference has now become one
of the key dates in the industry diary. Bringing together not just
Association members but also colleagues from film distribution,
technology, concessions, screen advertising and the wider
industry, the conference provides a unique opportunity to
network and consider the challenges and opportunities facing
the sector.
7.12 The previous edition in 2020 having been the last major
meeting of its members and industry partners before COVID-19
impacted, the Association was delighted to bring everyone back
together once more at its event, held across 19 and 20 October.
7.13 Focussing on lessons learnt from the pandemic, but also
very much looking forward to what could be done to support a
recovery already well underway, the event was appropriately
launched with a keynote from BFI Chief Executive Ben Roberts,
whose organisation had been key to the survival of many smaller
operator members in England. Hosted at the Cineworld at the
O2 in Greenwich, London, the event was attended by over 300
people across its two days.
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REGIONAL BRANCHES
7.14 Alongside the UK-wide circuit companies, the Association
membership is organised into regions, with branches in London
and South East England, the North and Midlands, Northern
Ireland, Scotland, Wales and the West of England.
7.15 Ordinarily, the Association holds a series of branch
meetings in Spring and Autumn. While the pandemic made such
gatherings impossible in the first half of the year, the Association
nevertheless organised a series of online conference calls,
particularly useful in keeping members in the devolved nations
up to date on changing restrictions and funding opportunities. It
was though with some relief that the possibility of face-to-face
meetings once again presented itself in the Autumn, where the
Association held meetings of members and industry partners
at: the Cameo, Edinburgh; Savoy, Doncaster; Strand Arts Centre,
Belfast; Regent Street Cinema, London; and Savoy, Exmouth.
7.16 The Association is grateful in particular for the support of
the elected Chairs of each of its regional branches.

OTHER PARTNERS
7.17 In 2021 more than ever, the Association enjoyed the support
of a wide range of industry and other partner organisations
throughout the year. Principal amongst these were colleagues
at the Film Distributors’ Association, where CEO Andy Leyshon
and colleagues were a constant source of support and
encouragement during an incredibly challenging year.
7.18 Many of the other key partner organisations without whose
support the Association could not have supported members
during 2021 are mentioned elsewhere in this report, but also
included the Independent Cinema Office, the British Association
for Screen Entertainment, the Cinema Technology Community,
the Event Cinema Association, the Film and Television Charity,
the British Cinema and Television Veterans, MediCinema,
Comscore and OMDIA and the screen advertising agencies
Pearl & Dean and Digital Cinema Media.
7.19 The Association is grateful to all those who supported its
work during 2021.

PARTNERSHIPS
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

for the year ended 31 December 2021
2021
£

2020
£

383,510

557,167

(544,621)

(509,028)

Other operating income

11,520

5,082

Operating profit/(loss)

(149,591)

53,221

Turnover
Administrative expenses

Other interest receivable and similar income
Profit before taxation
Tax on profit
Profit for financial year and total comprehensive income

111

922

(149,480)

54,143

(21)

(175)

(149,501)

53,968

BALANCE SHEET

as at 31 December 2021
2020
£

Reserves

346,370

292,402

Profit and loss account

(149,501)

53,968

Members funds

196,869

346,370

Excerpts from the UK Cinema Association Ltd Accounts 2021.
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UK CINEMA ASSOCIATION LTD
Executive Board Members – April 2021

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS – APRIL 2021

Phil Clapp, Chief Executive
James Collington, Honorary Treasurer

LARGER OPERATOR BOARD MEMBERS / NOMINATED SUBSTITUTES

SMALLER OPERATOR BOARD MEMBERS / NOMINATED SUBSTITUTES

Cineworld Cinemas – Shaun Jones

London and South East
The Picture House, Uckfield – Kevin Markwick

Curzon Cinemas – Alex Sheldon
Empire Cinemas – Justin Ribbons / Paul Baxter
Everyman Cinemas – Alex Scrimgeour
Light Cinemas – Keith Pullinger
Moviehouse Cinemas – Michael McAdam
Natl Amusements (UK) – Duncan Short / Mark Barlow
Picturedrome Cinemas – Adam Cunard / Spencer Clarke
Picturehouse Cinemas – Clare Binns
Odeon Cinemas – Carol Welch / Rebecca Parr-Phillips
Reel Cinemas – K C Suri
WTW Scott Cinemas – Mark Williams / Peter Hoare
Vue International – Toby Bradon

North and Midlands
Savoy Cinemas – James Collington
Zeffirelli’s Ambleside – Dorothy Smith
Northern Ireland
Strand Arts Centre, Belfast – Mimi Turtle
Scotland
Pavilion Cinema, Galashiels – Andrew Poole
West Coast Cinemas – David Shaw / John Cunningham
Wales
Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff – Claire Vaughan
West of England
Wells Film Centre – Sally Cooper
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